Moments of Life made possible by Hospice

Lorraine Howell lived the last eight months of her life at home, exactly where she wanted to be, surrounded by her loved ones.

With the help of her amazing hospice team, Lorraine was able to have more moments of life than anyone could have imagined. She was able to feel the wind in her face from the jeep rides her grandson Matt took her on, to the relaxing times she was able to get out and soak in her daughter Missy’s hot tub. There were lunches out with her sister Claudia and trips to the creamery with her youngest grandson Billy. Days at home meant spending time with her children and friends while enjoying her favorite home cooked meals and soups, not to mention doing word search puzzles with Little Billy. Lorraine’s quality of life was simply better with HOSPICE!

The holidays were filled with family and friends, and wonderful gatherings were experienced on her deck during the summer and winter months, thanks to the mild weather.

Lorraine was filled with the love of GOD and trusted HIM implicitly in life, and through her final journey home. The blessings Lorraine felt were evident each time she experienced the extraordinary care, comfort and compassion from her hospice team. Her Nurse Suzanna’s encouragement and medical guidance when she was struggling gave Lorraine comfort no other was able to give her. The spiritual connection and friendship between Brother Tom and Lorraine was a bond she treasured and valued. Their times and talks together gave Lorraine a peaceful assurance that her faith would see her through each day and that the best was yet to come. Claudine, Lorraine’s hospice aid and “angel in disguise” gave her dignity and comfort as well as providing the same to her family in the final days. Eric, the social worker, always knew what Lorraine needed and ultimately provided the WONDERFUL transport chair that enabled her to get around her home and onto her deck after she could no longer walk. Finally, Ann and Margaret, the “night crew” aided and assisted Lorraine and family through some very difficult evenings, helping them get through till the break of day.

Lorraine and her family were blessed with a quality of life that no one imagined was possible with terminal cancer. In addition to adding to Lorraine’s quality of life, this wonderful team provided the family with the knowledge, strength and support they needed to see that Lorraine was where she wanted to be for her final journey home (something that at times, they didn’t think they could do)….all made possible by hospice.
Message from the President

Daniel M. Grady, President and CEO

Recently I had the honor to be present at the We Honor Veterans Salute that was held at the Kaplan Family Hospice Residence for one of our patients who served during WWII. The Salute was performed by U.S. Military Academy Cadets. The full story is featured in this issue of the FOCUS.

What really impressed me other than the extremely moving ceremony is the fact that over forty cadets volunteered for this honor salute. We were honored to have four of them but needed to keep it small as to not overwhelm our patient and facility. We should note West Point Cadets get very little free time, maybe a few hours a week. Even still over 40 volunteered and more would have but they stopped the process knowing our needs.

We all understand we all owe our freedom and existence to these brave men and women, and, as a child of two veterans, I understand the sacrifices of all veterans regardless where or when they served.

The importance of honoring our veterans was made crystal clear to me that Sunday. During the presentation the cadets stood at attention and saluted our patient, he remarked how thrilled he was to be saluted, as he was “just a private” and had never been saluted before.

All I can say is that we need to be grateful to all veterans and to all those who are currently in uniform. Special thanks goes out to our U.S. Military Academy Cadets, as they too serve.

WWII Veteran and hospice patient Warren Harris tells his story to the cadets.

“Gratitude helps you to grow and expand; gratitude brings joy and laughter into your life and into the lives of all those around you.”

Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties is the leading source of information relating to end-of-life and palliative care in the community.
In your home or in ours...It’s about how you live

Nestled behind a lovely neighborhood in Newburgh, New York you are struck by the beauty of the building that stands before you at the end of Sunrise Lane. “Our home” is the Kaplan Family Hospice Residence, and upon reaching its ten year milestone has recently received a new updated look, with continued improvements to come.

For our families it is a welcomed sight knowing that beyond the doors their loved one will get the care they deserve, for our patients it is their new home. The residence offers a peaceful and soothing atmosphere that provides around the clock comfort care by a staff of Physicians, RN’s, LPN’s and Hospice Aides, as well as volunteers.

Our Kaplan Family Hospice Residence is the only facility in Orange and Sullivan Counties and one of only fourteen approved Hospice Residences in New York State. The gracious, peaceful design of the eleven bed facility, and dedicated professional staff means that the Residence offers the best in hospice care for you or your family member.

With end-of-life care shifting from hospital to home, the Kaplan Family Hospice Residence has been a refuge for many where there was no home to speak of or when care at their home was not possible. For most of us, the thought of living the last chapter of life in a hospital room does not balance with how we spend living our lives...at home, with our loved ones. Welcome to the Kaplan Family Hospice Residence...welcome home.

To learn more about The Kaplan Family Hospice Residence, visit our newly designed website www.hospiceoforange.com

“The Kaplan Family Hospice Residence was beautiful. It was warm and friendly and we were told to treat it like our home away from home. From the time our mom arrived our family was treated with respect and every courtesy was extended. The staff was warm and caring and they were with us till the end. Although it was a difficult time for our family, we learned about the celebration of life versus the end of a life. We will always be thankful for everything hospice did.”
While the northeast had predictions of snow, wind, and hail for the weekend, it held off on Saturday April 2, 2016 for the Hospice annual spring gala with mild temperatures!

Ron and Jill Barton and Barton Chevrolet Cadillac, long-time Hospice supporters, were honored at the gala with 325 guests in attendance. From duck shaped pasta to watering cans filled with shrimp, Michael Bonura and his staff at Anthony's Pier 9 did an amazing job once again. The cocktail area was decorated with hanging rain boots, watering cans, wheelbarrows filled with fresh flowers, and multi-colored umbrellas. All of the guests enjoyed the refreshments at the bubble bar and were treated to a professional photograph and pewter umbrella lapel pin. Special thanks to Michael for creating the “mock” Barton Chevrolet Cadillac auto dealership displaying all of the battery operated Cadillac-style child wheelers available for purchase as auction items.

David Recine of Flowers by David Anthony decorated the ballroom with hanging umbrellas simulating dripping water with crystals. All appreciated the watering can centerpieces on the tables, enjoyed dancing to the music of the EPICSOUl Band, and as all are accustomed to, the fine dining at Anthony's Pier 9. The silent auction had a beautiful array of items, all donated by our generous donors.

Congratulations to raffle winner Dr. Joseph Lauterstein who is looking forward to his one-week stay at a Hyatt Regency Resort in Key West, Florida.

Hospice was proud and privileged to honor Ron and Jill Barton as this special couple has been deeply committed to Hospice and the success of the organization for many years. Barton Chevrolet Cadillac is supportive of all three annual Hospice Events: Tree of Life, Golf Classic, and Spring Gala. When Jill spoke at the gala, she reminded all that while we are all busy living, death is foreign to most of us, and so the services Hospice provides is critical in helping families with end-of-life care for their loved ones. She and Ron are very appreciative of the care and services Hospice provides.

Gloria Alisandrella, Director of Special Events, was proud to work with such a talented group of ladies! Special thanks to Gala Co-Chairs, Rachelle Klugman and Susan Supak, and the Gala Committee: Mary Caster, Linda Goldstein, Colleen Larsen, Joann Menendez, Lauren Ostner, and Nancy Seliga.

Hospice extends its appreciation to the major sponsors of the event: Barton Chevrolet Cadillac, Dr. Robert Dinsmore, and Crystal Run Healthcare, LLP. Because of their continued support, and the support of ALL of our sponsors, supporters, auction donors, and guests, the Hospice gala continues to be a success. This year alone, it netted $114,000 for the organization and this doesn’t happen without YOU. Please visit our website www.hospiceoforange.com to view the Photo Gallery from the event.

We look forward to seeing you for our gala on March 25, 2017!
Focus on a Hospice Family...

by Pilar Treus

The great Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh has said that “the most precious gift we can offer anyone is our attention”. This attention along with loving care and kindness is what the team from Hospice of Orange and Sullivan offered my family and myself as our mother, Pilar Arestin, was dying of cancer.

My mom was my rock. She was the epitome of strength and charisma. Her smile and positive energy were contagious. She fought her illness till the end, hiding her pain so she would spare us ours. There is no love like the love of a mother, and perhaps the amount of grief and sadness I feel may be equivalent to the love I experienced from her. I feel so blessed to have been loved by this special woman, and there are no words to express my loss and how much she is missed. She is not here physically but lives deep down in my heart, where she will remain until we meet again one day.

The battle was a long one. Diagnosed ten years before her death, she went through three operations and chemotherapy, but these were not enough to save her. When we finally realized that she was nearing the end, I knew I wanted her to spend her last days at home surrounded by her family and far from the hospital she had come to despise. I had heard a lot of positive things about Hospice and being a native of Spain as are my parents, knew that dying at home was most customary and what my mom wanted.

When I called Hospice, from the start, I had a good feeling not only because the people were so understanding and kind, but because they were willing to help someone who was beside herself emotionally and to whom the world seemed to be falling apart. This dying experience was all new and foreign to me. Their priority became making mom comfortable and providing the best care possible.

Right away, someone came to the house to meet mom and start the care process. Mom was given a team consisting of a nurse, a social worker and pastoral care. They reached out and offered their help wholeheartedly. Tom Murphy, mom’s nurse, was patient and of a gentle nature, taking the time to answer my questions and not only assuage mom’s anxiety but mine as well, as he provided us with his professional care and kindness.

Chaplain Gary O’Connor reached out to me during mom’s illness and could tell that I was hurting, lost, and in need of spiritual counseling. His compassionate presence and listening are his gifts for which I will be forever grateful. He provided solace and healing to me in a time of ineffable sadness, and the counseling I received afterwards was invaluable as I grieved and looked for healing. Kim Warner, the social worker reached out several times and was gentle and comforting at the time of moms passing, offering my family and me help, hugs, and much support.

There were many times I had to call the office when I had questions, concerns, or mom was not responding to a medication. The secretary at the switchboard, in particular Denise Mason, responded with a calming, soothing voice which would almost instantly appease me, offering her loving assistance. I truly believe these people have a calling and they are a part of Hospice because they truly care and show a compassion necessary for this part of one’s life. My family and I are extremely grateful for their services, attention, and generosity, and are appreciative that they were there for us during a very sad and painful time in our lives. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
This poem was written by Pilar Treus as she journeyed through grief after the loss of her mother.

If You Don’t Share Your Broken Heart

If you don’t share your broken heart...
You’ll never grieve and honor the love of a special woman who gave birth to you and made you who you are...
You’ll never experience the kind, compassionate presence of a chaplain who offered you the chance to be first vulnerable and then brave...
You’ll never realize that through this kindness given, you have the opportunity of receiving a “gift” that will touch your soul transforming you, giving you strength and a thirst for self-discovery...
You’ll never cry reading a poem that a friend has shared because his heart has been broken too, and that’s what broken hearts do...
You’ll never know the courage it took for a “stoic” to show up in your driveway just wanting to share and cry with you...
You’ll never learn the importance of feeling the sadness, crying and learning from people who have entered the Gate of Tears...
You might not know what it means to face the fear of showing up and just being there for someone who is hurting, when there are no words...
You’ll never experience the true meaning of life, love and friendship and discover the importance of living in the moment and appreciating each breath...
BUT when you DO share your broken heart..,
In the end, you will have to say goodbye, it will hurt very much, and your heart will be broken again and again...
But you will learn too, that it is better to have shared your broken heart than to risk never having loved at all.
Anthony and Nancy Kane will serve as Honorary Chairs for the Tenth Annual Forestburgh 5K. This year’s Race/Walk will be held on Saturday, August 20, 2016, at 8:30 AM at Lake Joseph (off Route 42) in Forestburgh.

The Kane’s introduced this local community event to benefit Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties due to their own personal experience with hospice care. Over the past decade, the race has grown to become a much anticipated event.

This year Susan Goodreds is the chair of the race committee including, Gary & Rose Berson, Emily & Chris Colson, Kacy Colson, Mary Devitt, Ellen & Jim Galligan, Meagan Galligan, Ron & Eileen Geysen, Harold Johnson, George & Jackie Juergens, Susie Landis, Matt Moscato, Gifford Shriver, and Tom & Joan Smith.

The race, run on a paved and unpaved course, is certified by the USATF (NY12129JG). Registration is $18 before the race and $20 on the day of the race. The first 150 registrants are guaranteed a 10th Anniversary race t-shirt.

Age brackets are 10 and under; 11-15; 16-19; 20-29; 30-39; 40-49; 50-59; 60-69; 70-79; 80 & over. Medals will be given to the top three finishers in each age bracket and the top three overall male and female runners.

For more information and to register for the event, please go to www.forestburgh5K.com or email forestburgh5k@gmail.com

Auxiliary News

A Spring Soiree with lots of Laughter

On May 19, 2016, the Hospice Auxiliary held a lovely reception at Delancey’s in Goshen. Over forty guests enjoyed a delicious buffet and laughed along with guest speaker, Bette Lee Meci; Author and Certified Laughter Leader.

The get together was a nice way to come together and enjoy the company of hospice friends and supporters and to celebrate the beginning of a new season.
Hospice will hold its highly anticipated and special Tenth Anniversary Golf Classic at West Hills Country Club, Middletown on Monday, August 1, 2016. As most of you know, the Hospice golf classic fills up quickly every year so golfers are encouraged to register early!

The cost of play is $250 per golfer or $1,000 for a foursome and golfers may choose Scramble or Best Ball format. Registration begins at 10:30 am, followed by a barbecue lunch at 11:00, and Shotgun Start is at 12:30 pm. Following golf, cocktail style dining and open bar begins at 5:30 pm, and the awards presentation is at 7:00 pm. First and second prize awards will be given in each format. Our famous cash raffle follows with ten cash prize winners to be drawn, including a $10,000 winner; you won’t want to miss it! A maximum of 600 tickets will be sold and you need not be present to win.

The proceeds will benefit Hospice’s homecare program and the Kaplan Family Hospice Residence.

Major sponsors for the classic include:
- Bonura Hospitality Group
- Construction Contractors and Fabricators & Erectors Assn’s of the HV
- Dana Distributors
- First Federal Savings of Middletown
- Health Care Answering Services
- The Kaplan Family Foundations
- Mobile Life Support Services
- Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
- Unidine Corporation.

To purchase a $100 golf raffle ticket, register to golf, or secure a sponsorship, please contact Gloria Alisandrella, Director of Special Events at (845) 561-5362 ext. 366, email gloria@hospiceoforange.com, or visit our website at www.hospiceoforange.com.

The sponsorship deadline is July 5, 2016 / Journal Artwork deadline is July 8, 2016.

All proceeds benefit HOSPICE of Orange & Sullivan Counties, Inc.

All contributions are tax-deductible as provided by law.
Cadets visit WWII Veterans as part of inaugural Honor Salute Program

On Sunday, April 3, 2016, Hospice and the U.S. Military Academy came together to honor Harris Warren, who originally hails from New Orleans, but now resides at the Kaplan Family Hospice Residence.

Mr. Warren is the first local veteran to take part in an Honor Salute with cadets.

For 70 years, Warren explained, he was embarrassed by his service having been drafted at age 18 in 1945. By the time he finished basic training at Fort Polk, Louisiana, the war was over. After completing initial entry training, Warren was about to be sent home when he and others were given the option of volunteering for special service without actually being told what that might entail.

His special service ended up being the ERC and he along with 2000 soldiers signed up over a million men to be specially trained for the “next war”.

“I was just a Private. No one ever saluted me before,” a teary-eyed Warren exclaimed after the ceremony. This is too much,” Warren added. “I’m honored.”

Walter E. Hughes, of Port Jervis, N.Y., an 82nd Airborne Division and WWII veteran, was visited in his home by U.S. Military Academy Cadets Collin Cooley, Class of 2019, and Bethany Russell, Class of 2017, on Sunday, April 17, 2016. The Cadets shared stories with the former paratrooper and presented him with a handmade quilt, a pin, a letter from a school student thanking him for his service to his Nation, as well as, a certificate of appreciation from HOSPICE and class coins from each of the Cadets’ classes. Hughes served from 1943-46 with the 504th Parachute Infantry, 82nd Airborne Division. He took part in some of some of the biggest operations of the war, and received two Purple Hearts among many other medals. To learn more about this amazing War Hero, google Walter E. Hughes and you will be amazed!

Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties, Inc. cares for many veterans and has developed this program with the guidance of Hospice of the Chesapeake and the U.S. Naval Academy who started the Honor Salute Program in 2013. We look forward to continuing to honor our veterans who deserve to be saluted for their amazing selfless actions given to protect our Nation and its people.
With a lot of help from family and friends, the 15th Annual “Shiney” Van Horn Run raised $6,000, the biggest sum yet, bringing the total of donations raised in Loving Memory of Tommy “Shiney” Van Horn over the last fifteen years to over $24,000.

Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties, Inc. is grateful to Friends of Thomas “Shiney” Van Horn, and listed them as a Benefactor to show appreciation for their dedicated work to honor Thomas and to support Hospice.

Sixteen years Thomas was diagnosed with stage four colon cancer at the age of 32 years old. After a 14 month battle, he left a wife and a six year old son Thomas. Tommy was the type of person to help out a friend in need, so when he was the one in need, all of his friends rallied to help where they could.

Tommy was a Harley man and loved to ride his motorcycle with his friends. We thank all friends and family who continue to ride, keeping his memory alive and supporting Hospice for the care he received at the end of his life.

The 15th Annual “Shiney” Run was held on March 19, 2016 in Port Jervis, NY.

The next Run will be on March 18, 2017. For more information contact Dorothy Van Horn 845-858-0846.

Ride on “Shiney”...Ride on...
August 26, 27 & 28, 2016

Camp Chrysalis is for children ages 5 to 17 who are grieving the death of a loved one that has occurred within the last two years. Camp is held at the YMCA of Sullivan County in Rock Hill, New York. (This new program is being offered to Sullivan County Residents this year)

A FREE day-camp full of healing activities for children & youth experiencing grief. Through play, art, music, discussion, and activities, this camp provides a safe atmosphere of acceptance, understanding, and grief education. Trained Hospice Social Workers, Hospice Bereavement Volunteers and YMCA staff will guide children & youth through their grief responses and facilitate effective coping skills.

Grief is experienced by children in unique ways. Regardless of whether the loved one was a relative, a friend, or neighbor; OR if the death was expected, unexpected, or traumatic - this opportunity is for all!!

For more information call the Hospice Bereavement Director Kim Warner at 845-561-6111 x 117.

Enrollment is limited. Deadline for applications is August 12, 2016. Call today!

Camp Chrysalis is a partnership between:

YMCA of Sullivan County

HOSPICE of ORANGE & SULLIVAN Counties, Inc.

Bethel Woods Center for the Arts
Hospice Benefactors

Totals reflect cumulative donations to Hospice since corporate inception in 1988. We regret any omissions, they are unintentional.

President’s Guild ($1,000,000+)
- Estate of George and Harriet Cornell
- Kaplan Family Charitable Foundation

Visionary’s Guild ($250,000-$999,999)
- Estate of Dudley F. Corsa
- Dyson Foundation
- The William and Elaine Kaplan Family Private Foundation
- Estate of Robert E. Mulno Living Trust
- Estate of Leonard Pashkow
- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Sullivan
- Warwick Savings Foundation

Patron’s Guild ($100,000-$249,999)
- Crystal Run Healthcare, LLP
- Dr. Robert Dinsmore
- Estate of Stephen Hasbrouck
- The Kiewit Companies Foundation
- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parker
- Smith, Seaman & Quackenbush Funeral Homes, Inc.
- Walden Savings Bank
- WEL Foundation
- William F. Hogan Funeral Home

Chairman’s Guild ($50,000-$99,999)
- Barton Birks Chevrolet Cadillac
- Mr. and Mrs. Ronald K. Barton
- Estate of Milton Brenner
- Estate of Esther M. Grannum
- Mr. Oscar B. Greenleaf
- Ms. Joan P. Kaplan and Mr. Henry Wasmund
- Orange Regional Medical Center
- M & T Charitable Foundation
- Mrs. Diane Markowitz
- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Matta
- Mrs. Susan Najork
- Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Naru
- Mr. and Mrs. William Nicklin
- Estate of Elizabeth Parkhurst
- Provident Bank Charitable Foundation
- Estate of Audrey V. Schooley
- TD Bank

Director’s Guild ($25,000-$49,999)
- Alliton’s Managed Care Pharmacy
- Mrs. Sandra Anderson
- Applebee-McPhillips Funeral Home, Inc.
- Mr. Charles Atanasio
- CH Energy Group, Inc.
- Church Communities International
- Mr. George Cornell
- Mrs. Beatrice Demers
- Drake Loeb, PLLC
- Eastern Alloys, Inc.
- First National Bank of Jeffersonville
- First Federal Savings of Middletown
- Mr. and Mrs. Duane Freeman
- Mary W. Harriman Foundation
- Mr. and Mrs. George Handler
- Mr. and Mrs. Glen L. Heller
- Kiewit Infrastructure Group
- Mrs. Deanne Kimler
- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lesser
- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Litman
- The Estate of Joan M. Mason
- Mr. A. Vincent Mazzie
- Mr. and Mrs. William Murphy
- NSB Advisors, LLC
- Peter M. & Edith P. Olympia Charitable Trust
- Option Care
- Orange County Bicycle Club
- Ottaway Newspapers, Inc.
- Rieger Homes, Inc.
- Estate of Joan Rowley
- Mr. Richard Rowley and Ms. Marianne Murray
- Sol Goldman Charitable Trust
- Stanley Marks & Co., LLP
- Unidine Corporation
- Estate of Marjorie Walker
- Estate of Wendell W. Wenberg

Steward’s Guild ($15,000-$24,999)
- Auxiliary of Hospice of Orange & Sullivan Counties, Inc.
- B. Jags Salon & Spa
- Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Bayer
- Beaverkill Foundation, Inc.
- Hon. Jeffrey G. Berry
- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Bonura
- Robert R. Bose
- Brown Advisory Securities, LLC
- E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
- Church Communities Foundation
- Collection Bureau of Hudson Valley, Inc.
- Construction Contractors Association of the Hudson Valley
- Crystal Run Healthcare, LLP
- Dr. and Mrs. John D’Ambrosio
- Dana Distributors, Inc.
- Empire State Bank
- Finkelstein and Partners
- Health Care Answering Services
- Rev. Robert W. Hoag
- Horizon Title Services
- IBM Employee Services
- JP Morgan Private Bank
- Hon. and Mrs. Anthony Kane
- Mr. and Mrs. John M. Karl, III
- Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Klugman
- Teresa and Joseph Muller Legacy Fund
- Orange County Trust Company
- Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc.
- Orange Regional Medical Center Foundation
- Dr. Won H. Park
- Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rath III
- Estate of Allen F. Rodriguez
- Mr. and Mrs. Gary Schmidt
- St. Luke’s Cornwall Health System Foundation
- St. Luke’s Cornwall Hospital
- State Farm Insurance Company
- Tarshis, Catania, Liberth, Mahon & Milligram, PLLC
- Mrs. Janice Thompson
- Friends of Thomas “Shiney” Van Horn
- Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Webber

Circle of Life Giving Society

Thank you to those who donate $1000 annually specifically as a member of the Circle of Life Giving Society

Mrs. Sandra Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ziegler

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Grady
Mrs. Janice Thompson

All donations go in support of the uninsured/underinsured and adult and children bereavement services offered in our community.
The Circle of Life Campaign was established in 2007-2008 ending in 2014 with all pledges fulfilled!
All donations received during the first year were matched up to $50K by a generous donor.
We regret any omissions, as they are unintentional.

Thank You!

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Barton
Mr. Robert R. Bose
Mrs. Elizabeth Cantline
Rev. Joseph V. Daly
Dr. and Mrs. John D'Ambrosio
Mrs. Beatrice Demers
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Dodd, Jr.
Drake Loeb, PLLC
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edler
Mr. and Mrs. Preston L. Felton
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Freeman
The Guarino Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Halpern
Mr. and Mrs. Glen L. Heller
Ms. Joan P. Kaplan and
Mr. Henry Wasmund
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Klugman
Mr. John K. Knight
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Longo
Monticello Gaming and Raceway
Mr. and Mrs. William Murphy
Mrs. Susan Najork
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Naru
Ottaway Newspapers, Inc.
Mr. John Pomares
Dr. and Mrs. William R. Richards
Mr. Richard Rowley and
Ms. Marianne Murray
Dr. Don Simkin and Ms. Ellen Singer
Sol Goldman Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wade
Wallkill Valley Federal Savings and Loan
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Walton
WEL Foundation

In Memory Of

Your generosity helps Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties provide extraordinary and dignified comfort and compassion to individuals and families facing the end of life.
We gratefully acknowledge these memorial donations and other contributions received between January 1, 2016 through May 1, 2016

Theresa M. Algarin
Kerry Crandall
A. Carson Daly
Tracy Palumbo Cortez
Charlotte Palumbo
Mark Allardyce
Sam and Virginia Battiato
Thelma M. Allen
Colleen Haberzettl
Gloria "Bumma" Alonge
Wayne and Cecelia Alsdorf
Christopher Dawes
Gasper and Cynthia Lapaitra
Joe and Keila Bianco
Marlborough Highway and Water Departments
North Junior High School Staff
Susan Doug Partington Finney
Pamela Schembri
Sal Anastasio
Bob and Diann Michael
Walter J. Andrews
Mary Ann Heffron
Bruce Armitage
Midge Armitage
Fred M. Armitage
Midge Armitage
Helen Bachman
Anthony J. and Joan M. DeFazio, Jr.
The Raimondi and Pernal Families
Maureen Hegarty
James and Rose Meyer
Barbara B. Saintomas
William and Nancy Winter
Edith K. Baisley
Shirley Addonizio
Dorothy Barbera
Esther McGowen
Anna C. Barringer
Your Friends at RMF
Bob and Pat Heter
Laura G. Newkirk
Merwin Barth
Vera Edsall
Solomon Bellon
Vilma Bellon
Ardelle Berg
Donald Berg
Joshua H. Berger
Rubin and Barbara Katz
Muriel Berger
Brian J. and Sharon Burke
Doris Betterton
Michael and Rita Algiere
Joan Holbert
Jane Birkenstock
The Baker Family
Marcia Galloway
Executive Team at St. Luke’s Cornwall Hospital
Joseph F. Krupp
Joseph and Susan Maloney, III
Dan and Jeanne Maltes
A. Vincent Mazzie
John and Joan McGuirk
Sandra Mennerich
Erik Miller
Susan Najork
Rosalie Nagy
Nugent & Haessler, P.C.
Art and Sheila Nugent
Carissa Parise
Spectrum Pension and Compensation, Inc.
Marie Spina
Nancy Barton On Her Birthday
Phyllis M. Hansen
Barbara A. Bloomfield
Judith Andrews
Carol M. Barnes
Claudia Anne Bennett
Charles and Kimberly VanHasster
Goshen Town Hall Employees
Robert and Diane Farfalla
Pricilla Gersbeck
K. T. Kamins
Lanc & Tully Engineering
Patricia J. Lawler
Anthony Levine
Jim and Linda Levine
John and Joan Momrow
Lewis and Victoria Myruski
Howard and Wray Plunkett
Brenda Rounds
Jim and Paulette Rudy
Town of Goshen Hwy, Dial-A-Bus and W & S Departments
Richard V. and Patricia Wallace
Bobby Bocket
Jeni Dinneen
Richard T. Bogardus
Midge Armitage
Margaret B. Bohdan
Gioe Family
Mary P. Loughrey
James F. Bonfandio
Jolly Seniors Citizens Club of Monroe
Kenneth M. Bowen
Ken and Debby Bowen
Mary Malone Boyce
Sam and Virginia Battiato
Lawrence Malone
Lillian "Lolly" Bradford
The Family of Marge Kowalczyk
The DeMurley Family
Francis and Claudia Guglielmo
Millie Guglielmo
Doug and Ruth Porto
Maria Prechtl
George Brischler
Donald Nagy
Morris and Barbi Bronstein
Jeff and Dori Krolick

Your generosity helps Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties provide extraordinary and dignified comfort and compassion to individuals and families facing the end of life.
We gratefully acknowledge these memorial donations and other contributions received between January 1, 2016 through May 1, 2016

Founding Members Circle of Life Campaign

Thank You!

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Barton
Mr. Robert R. Bose
Mrs. Elizabeth Cantline
Rev. Joseph V. Daly
Dr. and Mrs. John D'Ambrosio
Mrs. Beatrice Demers
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Dodd, Jr.
Drake Loeb, PLLC
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edler
Mr. and Mrs. Preston L. Felton
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Freeman
The Guarino Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Halpern
Mr. and Mrs. Glen L. Heller
Ms. Joan P. Kaplan and
Mr. Henry Wasmund
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Klugman
Mr. John K. Knight
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Longo
Monticello Gaming and Raceway
Mr. and Mrs. William Murphy
Mrs. Susan Najork
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Naru
Ottaway Newspapers, Inc.
Mr. John Pomares
Dr. and Mrs. William R. Richards
Mr. Richard Rowley and
Ms. Marianne Murray
Dr. Don Simkin and Ms. Ellen Singer
Sol Goldman Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wade
Wallkill Valley Federal Savings and Loan
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Walton
WEL Foundation

In Memory Of

Your generosity helps Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties provide extraordinary and dignified comfort and compassion to individuals and families facing the end of life.
We gratefully acknowledge these memorial donations and other contributions received between January 1, 2016 through May 1, 2016

Theresa M. Algarin
Kerry Crandall
A. Carson Daly
Tracy Palumbo Cortez
Charlotte Palumbo
Mark Allardyce
Sam and Virginia Battiato
Thelma M. Allen
Colleen Haberzettl
Gloria "Bumma" Alonge
Wayne and Cecelia Alsdorf
Christopher Dawes
Gasper and Cynthia Lapaitra
Joe and Keila Bianco
Marlborough Highway and Water Departments
North Junior High School Staff
Susan Doug Partington Finney
Pamela Schembri
Sal Anastasio
Bob and Diann Michael
Walter J. Andrews
Mary Ann Heffron
Bruce Armitage
Midge Armitage
Fred M. Armitage
Midge Armitage
Helen Bachman
Anthony J. and Joan M. DeFazio, Jr.
The Raimondi and Pernal Families
Maureen Hegarty
James and Rose Meyer
Barbara B. Saintomas
William and Nancy Winter
Edith K. Baisley
Shirley Addonizio
Dorothy Barbera
Esther McGowen
Anna C. Barringer
Your Friends at RMF
Bob and Pat Heter
Laura G. Newkirk
Merwin Barth
Vera Edsall
Solomon Bellon
Vilma Bellon
Ardelle Berg
Donald Berg
Joshua H. Berger
Rubin and Barbara Katz
Muriel Berger
Brian J. and Sharon Burke
Doris Betterton
Michael and Rita Algiere
Joan Holbert
Jane Birkenstock
The Baker Family
Marcia Galloway
Executive Team at St. Luke’s Cornwall Hospital
Joseph F. Krupp
Joseph and Susan Maloney, III
Dan and Jeanne Maltes
A. Vincent Mazzie
John and Joan McGuirk
Sandra Mennerich
Erik Miller
Susan Najork
Rosalie Nagy
Nugent & Haessler, P.C.
Art and Sheila Nugent
Carissa Parise
Spectrum Pension and Compensation, Inc.
Marie Spina
Nancy Barton On Her Birthday
Phyllis M. Hansen
Barbara A. Bloomfield
Judith Andrews
Carol M. Barnes
Claudia Anne Bennett
Charles and Kimberly VanHasster
Goshen Town Hall Employees
Robert and Diane Farfalla
Pricilla Gersbeck
K. T. Kamins
Lanc & Tully Engineering
Patricia J. Lawler
Anthony Levine
Jim and Linda Levine
John and Joan Momrow
Lewis and Victoria Myruski
Howard and Wray Plunkett
Brenda Rounds
Jim and Paulette Rudy
Town of Goshen Hwy, Dial-A-Bus and W & S Departments
Richard V. and Patricia Wallace
Bobby Bocket
Jeni Dinneen
Richard T. Bogardus
Midge Armitage
Margaret B. Bohdan
Gioe Family
Mary P. Loughrey
James F. Bonfandio
Jolly Seniors Citizens Club of Monroe
Kenneth M. Bowen
Ken and Debby Bowen
Mary Malone Boyce
Sam and Virginia Battiato
Lawrence Malone
Lillian "Lolly" Bradford
The Family of Marge Kowalczyk
The DeMurley Family
Francis and Claudia Guglielmo
Millie Guglielmo
Doug and Ruth Porto
Maria Prechtl
George Brischler
Donald Nagy
Morris and Barbi Bronstein
Jeff and Dori Krolick
George P. Bucci, Sr.
Mary T. Donohue

Fortune Burkoski
The Family of Fortune Burkoski

Margaret Louise Burrill
Katherine Byrne
Dean and Vicki Edwards
John and Denise Girolamo
Stage & Nathans, LLP
Orange Dermatology Associates
Kim M. Paffenroth
Robert Roulston
David and Karen Troland

Anna M. Busby
John and Gloria-Ann Alisandrellia

Philip Caiazza
Allen and Linda Tennbaum
Gertrude D’Ambrosio
Kirk E. Schuh and Family
Konica Minolta Supplies

Francis R. "Franco" Callahan
Midge Armitage
The Awning Company, Inc.
Blanket Oil, Ltd.
Bob and Mary Rogers
Douglas Brown
Dave Butler
Patricia Browne and Michael Chessari
John Deardern
Ronald and Nora Young
Bernie and Heidi White

Velia Calli
Anthony Calli

Salvatore S. Cannella
Urs and Heidi Kopp

Jane Capella
Barry John Capella

Gertrude R. Carlo
Janice L. Buscemi
Nancy Kenep

Barbara Jean Carson
Anita Jean McMonigle

Russell, Louisa and Mary Lou Chatfield
Jean Hach

Ray E. Cheyne
Globalfoundries Management Team

Shannon Fawn Chiger
Paul and Alice Edelman

Charles R. Christian
Good Samaritan Emergency Department
Patti Gorman
Thomas and Jean Watson

Thomas J. Cione, Esq.
Construction Contractors Association of the Hudson Valley
Alan and Robin Seidman

Matthew T. Clancy
Midge Armitage

Lorraine Comfort
Russell and Alma Cross

Francis "Fran" W. Conklin
Judith W. Celestina
J. Dennae Harford
Elaine Ridley
Rennis Wieboldt

Eugene V. Conte
Judith Roinick

Edith V. Cook
Sue A. Lofstedt

Mary Ellen Cook
Arthur and Sue Barnes
Plantation Grove Mobile H.O.A., Inc.

M. Karen Cooke
Mark D’Aulerio
John Wright

Stephen J. Corallo
Elizabeth Corallo

Eleanor C. Cornish
Helen F. Kissam

Lucy Cortright
Gary and Lila Baranowski
Samuel and Debra Calvino
Debra DeEntremont
Lisa G. DeFrasscia
Rosemarie Guilino
Kathleen Heath
Barbara Jurgens
Jill Kovach
Michael and Nola Marco
Edward and Karen Mitchell
Carol N. Ponsolle
Gloria Santora
Karen A. Weed

Henry and Pauline Costabel
Henry and Betty Jane Costabel

Edith Craig
Carol Abenanti
Arthur and Gertie Earl
The Classey Family
Ted and Laura Kohlmann
Elaine M. Lee
William and Patricia Ransom
Joan Roerden-Wille

Dr. Francis G. Bartle, DVM
Joanne Cooper

Anna Dacyk
HGL, Ballston Lake Office and Larry DiNunzio

Jill Westerfield Davis
Carol A. Fink
Terri Jacovelli
Bob and Diann Michael

Mark Davis
Tim and Becky Parsons

Julie DeWitt
Jeff and Rachele Hamer

Susanne Degan
Barbara G. Degan

Andrew DiMarco
Anthony and Marie Felicetta
The Bucolo Family

Robert F. DiSantis
Tony and Lucy Desantis

Jane Dolan
Lori Stevens and Jill Dawydko

Peter and Mary Donnery
Joseph and Katherine Donnery

Scott E. Doty
Derek F. Diaz
William and Diane Leo
Kim M. Paffenroth
Joe and Linda Pawelczak
Theresa Realmuto
Donald and Frances Roach
Rudy Tomaszeli and Noreen Meduski

Dennis Doyle
Roberta Doyle and Family

John Vincent Dunikowski, Jr.
Laurie M. Brown
Peter and Cindy Byrnes
Lisa Calapa
Michael and Nancy Popoloski
Emily Walther

Mae L. Dunn
Blanket Oil, Ltd.
Stephen and Cindy Bowers
Brian and Tammi VanKleeck
Jeffrey and Rosanne Burton
First Student, Inc.
Kenneth and Nola Tyndall
Coby Low
George Low
Betty Moorhead
Richard and Carolyn Morgenthaler
Pine Bush Equipment Co., Inc.
Debra Pingotti
Benjamin and Hilda Whitby

William "Bill" Eckhardt
Ilse Eckhardt

Hershel L. "Tex" Edwards, Sr.
A. Vincent Mazzie

Don E. Elliott
Stan and Carol Spencer

Paul Espel
Dalia Goldstein

Michael G. Falanga
Robert and Marjorie Smith
Tom and Kathy Skinner

Loretta A. Felter
Robert C. Felter

Philip Fischetti
Michael and Renee Meehan
Times Herald-Record Employees

Joel Fisk, III
Charles and Eleanor Rose
Ferguson Hollow Hunting Club, Inc.
Gary and Claire Taggart
Heath and Chelsea Carlson
David and Joyce Hoag
Kenneth and Linda Fisk
Friends at LES
Jim and Emaline Newton
Liberty Elementary School
Richard and Gertrude Sturdevant
Lois Weinstein

Joyce Fitzpatrick
Carol Temporaries
Richard and Carol Fracasse

Lucy Fontane
Scott and Sandra Faila

Stephan Fornino
Enea, Scanlan & Sirignano, LLP
Robert and Diane Farfalla
Estelle Fassler
Gloria D. Fiumano
Fred and Darlene Rebak
Harry and Eileen Weinstein
Edith P. Hongach
James and Carol Branigan
Jonathan and Virginia Kagan
Joseph and Edith Felis
Martin and Barbara Marks
Merle, Jerry and Robin Ginsburg
Michael and Anne Donovan
Diana Iapozzuto and Rosella Mouro
Patricia Gray Murphy
Racia Jane Newman
Sam and Joan Ginsburg
Shimon and Malka Shalit
Sylvia Stahl
Stan and Marcia Moger
Thomas and Carmela Jones
Patricia L. Wagner
Joyce K. Weil
William and Linda Young

Bob Fox
Lewis and Rachelle Klugman

Mary Francullo
Bernadette David

Janet M. Frisbie
Robert H. Frisbie
Eileen E. Gallagher
John and Deborah Brennan

Carmina Gardner
Linda McCauley

Kathleen Garrison
The Silver Sneakers

Ann M. Garvey
Blanket Oil, Ltd.
William and Linda Monell
Daniel and Barbara Vaughan

Anthony Gauquie
Ron and Linda Jurain

John K. Gempler
Associated Mutual Insurance Cooperative
Callicoon Co-Operative Insurance Co.
Cochecton Mills Inc.
Alice M. Froelich
Richard and Phillip Hartman
J. Bramley and Associates, Inc.
Melissa Lawrence
Otsego County Patrons
Joseph L. Petrelli
The Reis Group
Fred and Regina Stabbert
Walton Co-Operative Fire Insurance Company

George and Dolores Bucci
Mike and Cindy Ferrara
Joe and Susan Thomas

Kathryn Giglio
Mark P. DeLessio
Lillian Reitz
Joseph D. Yeomans

John V. Giuliano
Susen Baggerman
John and Susan Bardin
William Bardin
Michael and Mindy Brock
Don and Jean Crispell
William and Maureen Cronin
Bruce Doty
Mark and Linda Doty
Loring Gantner
Barbara Giuliano
Charles and Sharon Huber
James and Casey Bannon
John and Betsy McElroy
Bob and Diann Michael
Melvin and Carol Pierpoint
Perry Pistone
Nancy C. Sapio
Elaine Taylor
William and Theresa D’Amato
Jeanne Woodward

Donna Lynn Goldblatt Gillis
Michael and Barbara Gilman

Dawn Gorton
Faye Yarnes

Franklin Farrar Gould, Jr.
Gloria Lockhart
Mary A. Lockhart
Barbara A. Tomasik
Nancy Weissmann

Alice Grab
Robert H. Grab, Sr.

Michael A. Graziano
Friends from Stewart Airport
Cory and Whitney Bowers
SSM Group, Inc.
Ron and Linda Jurain
Josephine Romanoski
Steve Graziano and Debi

Edyth Green
Renee DeGroat

Helen W. Greene
Barbara H. Cole
Elise Dunbabin

Norman B. Griffin
Emily Griffin

Thomas E. Gumaer, Jr.
Patricia Mathisen and Gerald Obermeyer

Marion Hamilton
Sandy Chalker, Donna Calderon and Andrew Calderon

William P. Hannigan
Chris and Diana Perkins
Martha Dunn
Nancy Finnen
Kevin and Marilyn Maher
Doris Lent
Catherine McCutchen
Timothy and Ann Marie Shaw

Maria Harrison
Construction Contractors Association of the Hudson Valley
Alan and Robin Sieidman

Barbara Ann Hartman
Luddy and Carol Harrison

Kathleen Y. Haskins
Canal Towne Emporium

Melissa C. Helms
Jacqueline Roosa

Elizabeth Henkel
Patricia A. Favata
Peter and Cynthia Ochsner

Margaret Anne Heroy
Albina J. Bugiada
Mary Jane Reed
David and Brenda Thom

Joseph M. Hines
Doris Hines

Thomas "Shiney" Van Horn
Tavern 214
Arthur J. and Patricia Aumick, Jr.
Bill and Diana Bianchetto
R & J Auto Body Inc.
Boiceville Inn
Brio’s & Sportsmans Alamo Cantina
Richard and Sondra Conlon
Ricky and Karen Crown
Dad’s Change of Pace
Lisa Ford
Four Corners Country Inn Ltd.
Elizabeth Gardner
Edward L. Higgins
Clinton and Charlotte Van Horn
Ken’s Automotive - Friends of Tom ‘Shiney’ Van Horn
John and Michele Wooton
Veronica Kent
Daniel and Diane LeFever
Nancy D. Migueles
Scott R. Outwater
Kenneth Kent and Debra Rowe

Donna Houston
Division of Math/IT at Mt. St. Mary College
JoAnne Cooper
A. Carson Daly
SUNY Orange Math Department
Patricia A. Favata
Kristin Hutchins
Margaret Jannotti
Jim, Ada and Katie Rae
Priscilla McAluliffe
Matthew and Michelle Smith
Regina Jannotti Taylor

Lorraine Howell
Crisy Benvenutti
Bee and Peg Harris
Sandy Christian
Claudia Schroeder

Greg Hriniak
Elissa Zahn

Doris Huron
Walter and Frances Madsen

Patricia E. Hyland
Claire Hyland

Vincenzo lemma
Carl O. Bombarger, Jr.
Francesco Montalto
Ronald and Felicia lemma
Your Admissions Family, Jaime and the Team

Louis P. iessi
Rosemarie Mitchell

Elliot L. Janofsky
Frank and Stephanie DeLuca
Roland and Julie Emmanuelle DDS
Merisha Enoe
HVD of the NER NMRA
Stan and Barbara Hopard
Joseph and Sheila Cattan

Just As I Am Youth Empowerment
Joan Kaplan and Henry Wasmund
Kate Michalak
Mary C. Mulligan
Robert and Barbara Fromowitz
Edward A. Segall, Jr.
Raymond Skopin
Scott and Beatrice Watkins
Yosef and Shoshana Brecher

Ruth T. Jones
Anthony J. Benedect
Beverly Hoover
Joseph F. Krupp
Bley McClintock
ORMC Health Information Department
Tim and Mary Riley
Paul Schick
Kornfeld, Rew, Newman & Simeone
Thelma T. Walter

Eugene Kachele
Miriam Holtzman

Yolanda M. Kaminski
Joan Kaplan and Henry Wasmund

Joseph Kata, Sr.
Edward and Maria Diana
G&T Auto Parts of Goshen, NY LLC
Hush Maintenance Corporation
J.M. Electric & Son
Joseph M. Sosler Associates
Antonnette Russo
Frank and Margaret Shanley
Arthur J. Sullivan

Kathleen M. Kelly
Anna Edgar
Richard and Carolyn Morgenthaler

Lorraine A. Kent
Jill Marie Sullivan

Isaas Konigsberg
Bill and Sally Scheiner

Dolores M. Kopp
Beverly D. Arlequeeuw
Dennis and Dawn Ainsworth
Doug and Nancy Rumsey
Maureen Dunphy
John and Danielle Vadovic
Employees of Kolmar Laboratories
Barry and Sharon Penner
Port Jervis Free Library Board of Trustees
Port Jervis Free Library Employees
Joan A. Reid
Richard and Beverly Cordisco

Alan Korenman
Howard and Lola Finkelstein

Richard Korn
Cindy Lindenbaum

Deborah Stoltz Kurzejewski
Charles and Judith Allspach
Bjarne and Carol Bojstrup
Jean Puckaber
Dan and Holly O'Hern

Faust Pugliese
Elizabeth Barber
Cherie Meci
Neal and Margaret Siena
Tony and Judy Ptak
Toni Pugliese

Shawn and Maria Reisert
Ann M. Roche
Nicholas and Rhonda Somarelli
Steven and Patricia Budd
Tom and Sue Tompkins
Stacey Tompkins
Waalkill Engine Company #6
Gerald and Jennie Zazzero

William "Bill" Pulz
Sylvia Tears

Corinne Koonz Pushman
Vera Edsall

James Quinlan
Patrick and Jodi Southard

Lanny Rashbaum
Howard and Lola Finkelstein

Cora E. Rasmussen
Peter H. Rasmussen, Jr.

R. Val Reinhardt
Pamela Reinhardt

Charles Reynolds
Diana Reynolds

John V. Rice
Suzanne Rice

Milton Ritter
Beacon Engine Company #1
Dan and Celeste Bloomer
John and Marilyn D'Ambrosio
Martha Leonard
Orange County Chamber of Commerce

Jesus "Jerry" Manuel Rivera
Amy Butterfield and Family
The Home Depot 1207 Cathy Perillo
Friends and Co-Workers at JB Hunt
Grace Caravuso
Larry and Kathy Kelly
Louis and Madalina Antoniacci
Manuel Torres
Mildays Vargas
Susan M. Zikoyanis

Lorraine Robinson
Michael and Andrea Dubroff

Allen F. Rodriguez
Leo St. Pierre

Reynolds "Bud" Roe
Ruth Herbert and Family

Robert Allen Roe
Charles and Patricia Babcock
Fallburg SRP Association
Jerry and Zina Glass
Jack and Kim Grzybek
Ed and Debbie Jacobsen
Brian Hogencamp
Russell E. Johnson
Kenneth and Jane Shaw
Richard and Kathleen Madsen
John and Alice Perrino
Preston and Nancy Cudney
Darlene M. Rassiga
Marlene Roe
Richard and Joan Roe
Alane A. Romer
Carl and Terry Saturno
Mark Spina
Summitville Fire Company No. 1
Dawn Babcock-Vitiello

Jane T. Roeber
George and Darlene Eckes

Walter J. Roeder, Jr.
Sharlene G. Kessler

Richard Rogers
Lynda, Sheryl, Trish and Mary Rogers

Marion E. Rohner
Hermann Barth
Enid A. Decker
Robert and Nancy Dunn
Christopher A. Grillo
Charles and Sharon Huber
James Rohner
Norma Schadt

Concetta M. "Connie" Rollo
Joseph and Carmen Verbert

Marion S. Romaine
Sue Favoino
Janie Favoino and John Conway
Gloria R. Lentini
A. Vincent Mazzie
Teddy Weinman
Theresa M. Xuereb

Vincent Romeo
Robert and Rose Festa

Clifford E. Root, Jr.
Stella C. Root

Maryanne Scova Rosenberg
Tom and Sarah Klug

Shirley Rosenfeld
Howard and Deborah Bloom

Laurie Sabine
High Liner Foods

Frederick Schaefer
Dennis and Mary Barr
James and Marie Beesmer
Ralph and Marjorie Decker
Georgene Gladstone
Mary E. Havens
Harold and Barbara Kahn
Anthony F. LoFaro
William and Joyce McNair
David and Sally Mendelson
Susan Majork
Rick Parisi
Joseph and Ellen Rones
Rosalie A. Zaia

Raymond "Doug" Schoonmaker
Mary Jane Zazzero and
Christopher Gamb
Daniel and Melanie Mullins

Janice Serra
Jim and Fran Schneider

Lori Shaffer
Lisa Calapa

Daniel Shaw
Theresa Shaw

Marvin B. Skolnik
Kent Mardon

Donald W. Smith
Audrey S. Laurine

Edna H. Smith
Ladies Aux. of Neversink Fire Dept.
Stephen and Kathi Smith
Michael Smith

James Smith
Ann M. Smith

Margaret Smith
Elizabeth Ryan

Bernard W. Somers
Peggy Fleming

Doris Steffens
Marion Williams

Dorothy Stowe
Joan Roedden-Wille

Jean Bernie Strong
Barbara G. Degnan
Dan and Holly O'Hern

Janet L. Suydam
John Suydam

Robert Thompson
Jack Fanning

Lorriane Timpanelli
Dennis and Marie Dietrich

Your Brother, Tom
Naomi Sagiv

Lois Tompkins
Raymond Becker

Ondina Michelle Trunzo
Dolores Wilkinson

Marilyn Turi
Katie Bartlett
Martha Bogart
Elmer and Joy Budd
Dan and Margo Faulkner
Goshen Fire Council
John and Patricia Greenhill
Bob and Pat Heter
Howells Fire Company No. 1, Inc.
Frank and Margaret Kolman
Anna Kosior
Edward and Brenda Lempka
Jim and Linda Levine
Claire Monastero
The Ochsner Family
Raymond Hogan and Arleen Cello
Barbara Smith
Frank and Barbara Stamski
Waalkill Engine Company #6
Ronald and Patricia Walker
Robert Woods and Lori Currier-Woods

Elli Turpin
Roselee Merillo

Randolph Scott VanDunk, Sr.
Jill Petrus
Gregory and Karen Sagaas

Higinio Velez
Gladys Neidnig
Barbara Smith

Kenneth Vernon
Joan Kaplan and Henry Wasmund

Pasquale "Pat" Vigliotti
Sue Conklin
Georgene Gladstone
June Menkens

Pasquale and Betty Vigliotti
Agnes Hulse

Jennie Vitale
The DiIorio, Garofano and VanWay
Families
Robert and Donna Jones

Adelaide Walker
Roy Ellis
Gary and Sandra House

Doris Waring
Paul and Alice Edelman

Henry Wasmund, IV
Harold J. and Zelda Kaplan
Ian M. and Mona Rieger
Morris and Marsha Sobel
In Honor Of
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Dr. Marcus Abreu
Stanley Marks and Co., LLP

Bill and Sally Scheiner’s 65th Wedding Anniversary
Harvey Applebaum

Patty Dalton
Alan and Robin Seidman

Hospice Staff Kelly, Ellen, Joanne and Ellie
Roberta Doyle and Family
Louis Ingrassia, Jr. On His Birthday

Frances J. Amelio
Thomas and Lindsey Amodio
Thomas R. Busse
Kris Finn
David A. Fritts
Charles Gersbeck
Joseph Ingrassia
Judith Ingrassia and Maria Ingrassia
Louisa M. Ingrassia
Marjorie A. Ingrassia
Russell E. Johnson
Gary W. Lake
Bill Reagan

Charolette K. Rotolo
Short Stop Stores, Inc.
Kristen Wickham
Terry and Susan Wickham

Lisa Lindland Racz
Georgie Werner

Robert and Jackie Funck
Henry and Betty Jane Costabel

St. Patrick’s Day Grand Marshal, Sr. Ann Daly
Mariellen Lucks

Crafting Your Legacy

Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties provides physical, emotional, and spiritual care for patients suffering from life-limiting diseases, as well as bereavement support programs for their families. Joining our Legacy Program is a way to support hospice while providing financial benefits to you and your family. No matter the size, your gift can help support programs today and for many years to come. Gifts can be as simple as including a bequest provision in your will or naming Hospice of Orange and Sullivan Counties as a beneficiary of your retirement plan or life insurance policy. To learn more, please contact Janice Valentino at (845) 561-6143, extension 324.
SAVE THE DATES 2016

August 1  TENTH ANNIVERSARY Golf Classic
            West Hills Country Club, Middletown, NY
            Contact: Gloria@hospiceoforange.com or (845) 561-5362 x 366

Community Events to Benefit Hospice

August 20  10th Annual Forestburgh 5K
            8:30 AM: Lake Joseph, Rt. 42 South, Forestburgh, NY
            For more information and to register for the event:  Email forestburgh5k@gmail.com or www.forestburgh5K.com

September  Annual Hospice Auxiliary MUM Sale